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                            Good Documentation is the most important aspect of Medical Coding 

In healthcare organizations, legitimate and exact clinical documentation has always been vital, yet in 
today's changing healthcare scenario; it has turned out to become significantly strategic. The significance 
of good documentation heeds in one of the most imperative task of the doctor’s office and that is medical 
billing and coding. 

Documentation is basic for patient care, not only because it validates the care that was given, additionally 
it offers key data and metrics to healthcare insurers for proper claims handling. In that capacity, Clinical 
Documentation Implementation (CDI) programs are vital to any office that perceives the need to 
complete accurate patient documentation. 

However, even as effective CDI programs turn out to be more pervasive in doctor's facilities and health 
systems across the nation, numerous physicians still don't generally understand the significance behind it. 
Drawing in doctors to enhance their clinical documentation is critical to the achievement of the entire 
healthcare organization; yet getting the physicians nod for this procedure remains difficult. 

Clinical documentation and its Usage 

Clinical documentation Implementation (CDI) program can be valuable in transiting between ICD 9 and 10. 
CDI programs includes coding and additionally caters to nursing specialists as well to assists physicians on 
documentation with a specific end goal to make opportune and exact coding. The achievement of CDI 
programs depends on a helpful exertion between doctors, healthcare service providers, the medical billing 
and coding staff and clinical documentation experts. Documentation questions might be useful in clearing 
up diagnosis codes. Specialists should react rapidly and precisely to documentation inquiries to help in a 
more precise medical coding. Also, they should get comfortable with the expanded granularity of these 
coding sets. For instance, documentation ought to demonstrate whether one lymph node or entire lymph 
nodes were evacuated; or the documentation ought to portray whether a patient's anemia is chronic or 
acute blood loss anemia. 

 Significance of documentation 

The expanding complexity of medicine has met with a relating augmentation in intricacy of medicinal 
documentation. The motivation behind developing ICD-10 coding set was to mirror these complexities. 
New devices and advanced care procedures are presently included and can be precisely coded in the 
patient health record. The move helps in data collection to precisely reflect the condition that is being 
dealt with, and the results for that treatment. For instance, comparable wounds on opposite limbs can't 
be represented in ICD-9. With ICD-10, various injuries or distinctive severities of therapeutic conditions 
now can be coded. 

Careful, point by point documentation prods accurate coding, and precise coding leads to correct and 
timely reimbursements for doctor's facilities and the doctor himself. Above all, accurate documentation  
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leads to a much better patient care and understanding. It can give more enhanced information to other 
healthcare providers performing consequent care or a service on patients. 

Documentation in the patient's record will be elementary to precise coding and billing with the new 
system. As physicians, one should ensure that the documentation covers laterality, seriousness of disease, 
time of onset, and much more to provide the essential points of interest to exact coding inside the ICD-10 
code set. 
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